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About This Game

One day, Mark's life turned upside-down thanks to unexpected, cute, and fluffy roommates!
Not only are they catgirls, but also shapeshifting beings from space!
Forced to leave their planet, the three sisters find shelter on Earth.
Meet the charming but stupid Rose, the timid bookworm Lily, and the calm engineer Iris!
Will they be able to return home?
How will they change Mark's daily life?
Find out in this lighthearted romance Visual Novel intertwined with comedy, a bit of drama, science-fiction and fantasy!

Game features:
Adorable and fluffy catgirls!
Three distinct character stories!
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Full English Voice Acting! (only for main heroines)
Partially animated characters and backgrounds!
Pleasant and energetic music!
Overflowing cuteness!
About 2 hours of content!
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Title: NEKOKORO
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Mikołaj Spychał
Publisher:
Mikołaj Spychał
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP
Processor: 1 GHz
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX or OpenGL compatible
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 800 MB available space

English,German,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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Apparently dead. Missing out on the ability to create specific core gameplay elements such as varried terrain heights (though in
a 2D game this can be faked), harvester dropoff (which completely crashes the engine), recolorable factions, infantry units, and
multiple promised design features seen in the manual haven't even come close to being implemented. The site has completely
gone down.
I would not recommend this. If you want to make a 2D RTS, there's tutorials that rival RTS Maker for GameMaker Studio..
Yeah... You can spawn a Black Hole on an opponent's homeworld and build Dyson Spheres. 'Nuff said 10/10.. really enjoyed
this with friend's. will wait patiently for new content.. one of the most beautiful, thought-engaging visual novels i have ever read
as a forewarning, the story can be slow to some. for me, the world seabed has created for itself is so breathtaking, so magical,
that the slow pace of it all never bothered me.
absolutely lovely novel centered around the relationship between two women, give it a chance if you're interested in girls love or
mysteries. Eurobeat : Yes
Toyota 86 : Yes
Amazing Dorifto Skills : No
Best game 2012. Overview:
LOGistICAL: USA - Florida is a casual management sim set specifically in the state of Florida, and when I say "casual," I mean
this game is casual to the third power. It's your usual sort of tycoon game in the freight subgenre that involves moving cargo
from Point A to Point B and making money, except unlike many other freight moving games, LOGistICAL games also involve
infrastructure rebuilding that unlocks more cities on the map.
Graphics and sound:
(Note: I was unable to provide my own screenshot for the game, because my screenshot key doesn't work in LOGistICAL.)
Given the casual nature of the games in this series, I probably shouldn't have expected to much, but perhaps I was disapointed
with the overall graphics of LOGistICAL because I saw better graphics from free to play games. Most game sounds are
absolutely nothing special, but I find the sound effect for moving cargo to be completely annoying. Back in the days of Railroad
Tycoon 2, that game would make a single ding sound for moving most types of cargo, but in LOGistICAL, moving cargo from
Point A to Point B is celebrated with the sound effect of a cheering crowd and repeated truck horn honkings that would likely
lead a blind person to believe you either completed the game, or earned a giant load of cash.
Positives:
If "casual" is your thing, this game is as casual as games come! I'm already up on my Florida geography, so I know where most
cities and counties in Florida happen to be, but I can otherwise see the potential to learn geography by playing this game and
memorizing locations of cities and vague locations of counties.
Negatives:
Even casual games should feel rewarding, and even with over a thousand achievements to unlock, I felt no sense of reward
moving junk to and from cities, and I know that casual games can be rewarding experiences, because I've played some that are
free to play that felt rewarding.
Conclusion:
I love hardcore management sim games, but that doesn't mean I can't find a casual games fun, because there are a few that I
like. The biggest problem, is that Steam says I can only recommend or not recommend games, and naturally, I'm not going to
recommend something that I personally do not enjoy. But that's not to say LOGistICAL is a bad game.
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Maybe I wouldn't be refunding LOGistICAL if I got it for half-off of it's $5.99 price, but the biggest problem with
LOGistICAL is competition. As far as other casual business games go, I got much more amusement from playing AdVenture
Capitalist, which is a free to play game. When it comes to managing a trucking company, I had much more fun playing Freight
Tycoon Inc., despite it's problems. (It sells on Steam for one dollar less than LOGistICAL, but I do not actually recommend
Freight Tycoon Inc. given how many of the missions near the end are literally impossible to complete.) My advice is save your
money, and use it to buy TransRoad: USA, which could potentially be a good game. And if you want a geography game
involving big rigs? There's Cross Country USA and Cross Country Canada which date back to the DOS era, but some modern
versions of both games can be purchased outside of Steam.. This is a cute little game about small ninjas fighting to defeat a
great evil samurai warlord. It has nice aesthetics and an interesting method of gameplay. Will you succeed in stopping the threat
and freeing the world?
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Driving around with a viking on your side, nobody dares to honk at you after you drove trough a red signal ramming a bus full
of people. You can take care of your own business at anytime because nobody would bother you. It is very pleasant to look at..
I've seen the bad reviews, but then I thought "this game concept is too cool to fail!"
I was very wrong.
I'm not saying the game will never be great, but this looks very early access.
The graphic is nice, everything else...well, where to start?
- Very slow loadings between any page and any other
- How you customize your smartphone doesn't really influence the game
- Totally unbalanced and unpolished...2Gb RAM with 2Gb ROM in 2019? At 1300$? And someone buys it?
- You should be able to start earlier
- After 1 month, I don't see the developers polishing the game and listening to players
- You can't pause or modify the game speed
- Why can't I get tech points while my employees are idle?
- Why the employees avatar are completely random?
- The employee photos ruin the atmosphere, they're not in line with the rest of the game graphic.
- If I make the smartphone bigger and thicker, I should have the option to get a bigger battery.
- When you choose the color, you have to move the slider, you can't just click where you want
- The fingerprint reader is free? And why can't I put it under the screen?
- Where are foldable smartphones?
- The prices of the displays are unrealistic
- Why are the smartphone prices fixed? Do I sell them all on my website? Then, why can't I customize it? Why can't I choose to
sell on Amazon or on retail stores?
- There's no button to exit from the hire employee screen
- Full of bugs, for example when the fans diminish, they actually stay the same
- You can't lose: everyone will buy anything
- Why is thickness a good thing?
- Why does it accept absurd camera\/logo etc. positions? At this point, it would be better to not customize it at all
- After a few minutes, it becomes very boring: you make a random smartphone, they develop it, everyone buys it, you become
richer, repeat.
Like one of the reviewer in the game always says, "I'm disappointed with the purchase".. An intriguing insight into the lives of
several professional CS:GO players. Even if you only watch tournaments every once in a while, this is a really enlightening
experience to get to see the lives of the people behind the monitors.. I love this song. Hoped it will also include the "band
version" as well but it does not :(. E.Wolf's +5
1. If you enjoyed the first Running Through Russia game, you will enjoy this sequel. If you did not enjoy the first game because
of technical issues or a lack of content, you may enjoy this improvement.
2. Multiple levels with varied appearance and enemies. The levels have various references to the real world.
3. A better score function with leaderboards.
4. Improved technical performance. Though not perfect, the game functions much better overall than the first game.
5. Thousands of achievements and various ways to earn them, instead of the simple unlocking of the achievements in the first
game. The game is much more enjoyable thanks to this.
NEKOKORO - Coming soon!:
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I'm happy to announce that my new game - NEKOKORO - is close to release!
There are still few things to finish and test, but hopefully it will be ready around October 2018 :)
The production is finished - release scheduled somewhere in August 2018!
The game will be available on Windows, Linux and Mac, in English, German, Polish and Simplified Chinese!
In the meantime, check the Steam Store page for details, add to your wishlist and click follow!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/857470/NEKOKORO. Courage for a Kiss - NEW GAME IN PROGRESS!:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/960590/Courage_for_a_Kiss
I'm happy to announce that I'm working on new title - Courage for a Kiss!
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It will be a romantic comedy story about high school students working on stage play.
Before, and during planning, I read all your reviews on both previous games and comments under let's plays. I've added what
you liked and were asking for:

CHOICES!
- Several visibly different choices affecting the story and relationships with heroines!
MORE STORY!
- Game will be much longer than previous ones, about 3x more content.
What else can you expect in this game?

Systems/mechanics that were well-received in previous games, updated and modified, as well as some new solutions
improving your experience and immersion;
As you might notice, there's "Mature content description" with this game. Let me know if you like the idea;
And of course, new, interesting characters!
Opening movie, gameplay trailer and more screens will appear as the development progresses. Relase date will also change as
the work will be closer to completion.
Don't forget to add the game to the wishlist and follow!
If you have any first impressions or questions, let me know, write a post in the Community Hub!
On the release day, game will be available in English and Polish.
Merry Christmass and a Happy New Year!
Best,
Mikołaj Spychał
https://store.steampowered.com/app/960590/Courage_for_a_Kiss. Update 1.0.3 - Brazilian Portuguese added:
This update adds Brazilian Portuguese translation, thanks to my friends at @StdBlueBowling :)
Also, few small typos were fixed.. Update 1.0.1 and 1.0.2:
"Day-Three Patch"
v1.0.1
- corrected English typos and misspellings.
- fixed few scenes errors (speaking character and visuals)
- corrected Polish typos, misspellings and translation errors.
Thanks to everyone for reporting errors, if there's something more, please let me know!
__________________
v1.0.2
- corrected more Polish typos, misspellings and translation errors.
Again, thank you very much for reporting issues!. NEKOKORO - English Voice Acting and more!:
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Hello!
As you can guess from the title and image above, NEKOKORO just received...
FULL ENGLISH VOICE ACTING! (main heroines only)
You can check the sample in new video on Steam product page.
If you already own the game, just make sure you're running version 1.1.0 (lower left corner of main menu). Yes, the update is
FREE for all players!
As always, let me know what you think!
It's been a really hard work (over 1400 lines) for all of us - actressess and myself, but we hope you'll like it.
Special thanks to:
Aika Intong - Rose VA and casting direction
Haley C. McCarthy - Iris VA
Vince Nyent - Lily VA
Will I do similar thing for other games? We'll see.
Also, I've added a proper "The end" screen, as lack of it was confusing for some players.

ADDITIONAL PRE-ANNOUNCEMENT:
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